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I PROPHESY

1 New Star

“You'll wait a long, long time for anything much
To happen in heaven beyond the floats of cloud
And the Northern Lights that run like tingling nerves.
The sun and moon get crossed, but they never touch,
Nor strike out fire from each other nor crash out loud.
The planets seem to interfere in their curves
But nothing ever happens, no harm is done.
We may as well go patiently on with our life,
And look elsewhere than to stars and moon and sun
For the shocks and changes we need to keep us sane.
It is true the longest drought will end in rain,
The longest peace in China will end in strife.
Still it wouldn't reward the watcher to stay awake
In hopes of seeing the calm of heaven break
On his particular time and personal sight.
That calm seems certainly safe to last to-night.”

— “On Looking Up By Chance At The Constellations” by Robert Frost

-8 months, SIDING SPRING OBSERVATORY, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA

The drive up to Siding Spring Observatory from Coonabarabran in New South Wales, Australia 
normally took about 30 minutes. Lee Martin was pushing her 1970 vintage Ford Mustang convertible 
to the limits of the narrow two lane road. Her blond hair was being tousled by the wind, mixing up the 
softly shaded streaks of platinum and silver and pale yellow. In contrast, the Mustang was a shade of 
yellow close to orange with a thick black racing stripe down the middle.

As she drove, music floated out of the stereo and was blown away in the rush of air. Soft guitar notes 
accented the lyrics at the beginning of “Stairway to Heaven” by Led Zeppelin. The song spoke of a 
woman buying a stairway to heaven. The music continued, and Lee leaned forward and turned the 
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volume up a little and stepped on the gas, pushing the Mustang even harder into the corners. The tires 
complained but the song explained of new days and laughter in the forest. Lee ran her fingers through 
her hair blowing back in the rush of air and listened to the story of whispering wind and things turning 
to gold. The car wound through the hills, climbing up into the mountains as the song finally finished up
with the refrain line of buying a stairway to heaven.

Several hours later, as Lee was sipping coffee from a large mug and staring at a computer screen, a soft
beeping noise drew her attention. The scanning software popped up a notice that it had found a 
difference between a new image and the reference image for the same frame of sky. A quick glance 
showed a small fuzzy blob in the newer image where there was nothing but empty space in the older 
reference image.

Lee brought up an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) window on her computer, located the directory entry for 
“Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, (LSST) Chile” and clicked on it to initiate a connection. A chat 
window popped up labeled “Warren, LSST” and his typing appeared in the window, “Hello Lee, 
what’s up?”

Lee started typing back, “I’m monitoring the images from your last pass and it looks like I’ve found a 
live one. Can you have somebody there confirm it?”

Warren responded, “Sure, Lee. I’ll get one of your astro-buddies on it right away, and we’ll get back to 
you shortly. Gimme the reference number.”

Lee typed the image number into the chat window, left it open and picked her mug of coffee back up.

About twenty minutes later, the chat window beeped and the name, “Rick — LSST” was added to 
Warren in the label. Rick wrote, “Lee, are you still there?”

Lee: “Ya”

Rick: “Live object confirmed from this end. Any idea what it is?”

Lee: “Nope. At this point, I’m just looking at the same undefined blob as you are.”

Rick: “OK, I’ll pass on the word and have this location put on the special focus list. We’ll keep you 
guys updated on what we see.”

Lee: “Thanks. I’ll do the same here.”

Warren: “Before you go, Lee, how about that date you keep promising me?”

Lee: “LOL, I told you last time, Warren, any time you’re down under, I’ll buy you dinner and drinks.”

Warren: “:)”

Lee closed the chat window to Chile and opened another one inviting some astronomers from her site 
in Australia, so she could notify them of her find.
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-7 months, ROME, ITALY

Just outside the cafe window, a wildly colored column of masked and costumed dancers twisted and 
hopped and marched down the Via Del Corso. They were interspersed with other colorfully clad 
figures on tall stilts and an occasional cluster of musicians and drums banging out a cacophony that 
sometimes resembled music.

Marcello Lagorio flashed a wide grin at his companions that highlighted his perfect white teeth and 
wrinkled the corners of his eyes just a bit and said, “Did I not tell you this place has the best 
cappuccino and cornetti in all of Rome?” He raised his cup to accentuate the question and also raised 
one eyebrow under his dark hair.

Samantha smiled back and replied, “Marco, we never doubted you.” Her brown eyes sparkled under 
her short brown hair, and she raised her cup to meet the one Marco still held up. They both turned to 
face Gregor Manz.

Gregor chuckled and said, “Okay, okay, when in Rome.” He raised his cup toward the others and all 
three tapped briefly in the middle, then they drank another sip and put them back down on the table.

Gregor picked up the crescent shaped pastry that was sitting on a saucer in front of him and looked at 
it. He asked, “What makes this so special? It just looks like any other croissant.” He frowned.

Marco answered, “Ah, but wait until you bite into it.” He smiled like he knew a secret.

Gregor looked over at Marco, then bit into the cornetti. He chewed twice, then began smiling. Without 
swallowing, he spoke around the corner of his mouth full of pastry, “Chocolate?”

Marco smiled and nodded silently and sat back in his chair.

Gregor swallowed and picked up his cappuccino but before he drank he said, “That is amazing!”  Then 
he took a sip of the coffee. Gregor said, “When we were in Zurich, Marco always seemed to find the 
best coffee and pastry there. I had no question that he would be able to do the same here on his home 
turf. I’ve already told you about how we met there while attending the University, but Samantha, I’d 
like to hear the story of how you and Marco met each other.”

Samantha said, “Please, just call me Sam. Everybody does.” She waved a hand through the air and said,
“Well, I grew up in a small mountain village in the Alps and Marco grew up in a small mountain 
village in the Abruzzo Mountain region not far from here. We first met in a ski lodge while we were 
both on skiing trips. Then we met again at the San Marco space range platform off the coast of Kenya. I
was in the astronaut program, and he was serving his apprenticeship as a new space engineer. That 
must have been shortly after his stay in Zurich where you met. Then later, he was working here in 
Rome at the Space Agency, and we kept bumping into each other. That’s pretty much it. We just kept 
bumping into each other. And now you know my life story.” Again, she waved a hand through the air 
and smiled and a dimple appeared in one cheek, and she cocked her head slightly to one side. Then she 
picked up her cup and took another sip from it.
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Gregor looked back toward Marco and asked, “And what of all the rumors about an active romance 
going on between the two of you?” He grinned at his friend.

Marco seemed to pull back a little behind his classic Italian good looks, but he kept smiling and replied,
“Of course, I can neither confirm nor deny any such rumors while the investigation is still going on. 
Let’s just say we are close friends and leave it at that.” He turned his palms upward as though to 
apologize and said, “You know, during all those years when Sam and I kept bumping into each other, 
we had many long conversations over various forms of coffee just like today. And we seemed to find 
some resonance in our basic beliefs.”

Sam laughed and said, “That just means I don’t reject his ideas that he calls ‘space evangelism’. It’s 
easy to command his attention if you just pretend to be listening.” She smiled slyly.

Marco burst out, “Pretend? Pretend! You were not merely pretending. You took an active part in our 
discussions.”

Sam smiled again and said, “I’m just teasing you Marco. Of course, I did. And I even agree with you 
every now and then.”

Gregor said, “How come I’ve never heard of this space evangelism? What is it?”

Marco said, “Because when you and I knew each other in Zurich, I was just beginning to form my 
ideas in that area.”

He shrugged and continued, “Basically, it’s the idea that Humanity needs to move off this planet and 
learn to live out in space. I believe it’s a fundamental necessity and part of our destiny. We need the 
protection of spending our first months of life inside a womb, and likewise we have needed the 
protection of living inside the atmosphere of a planet during the beginning of our civilization. But just 
as we had to leave the womb in order to mature toward adulthood, we also need to step off the planet 
and learn to walk in space in order to mature as an intelligent civilization.”

Gregor said, “Don’t you mean go live on the Moon or Mars?”

Marco shook his head and waved his hands around, “No, no. Once we’ve figured out how to climb up 
out of a steep gravity well, why would we want to go back down into another one? We can live in 
space just as easily as we can on the surface of a planet and in fact there are a lot of reasons why it’s 
better. Each kind of location has some risk associated with it, and they are different and not easy to 
compare. But planets have more limitations than wide open space. It’s obvious that space has more 
wide open territory than any planet can. But space also has nearly unlimited resources of air, water, 
energy, building materials, and even rare metals. It’s not apparent at first, but in fact they are just 
floating around everywhere and once you know how to access them, it seems obvious. We don’t use 
most of these resources on our own planet, only skimming into the surface layer. The biggest difference
of all is that the resources in space are already out of a gravity well and don’t need to be lifted up off a 
planet to be used in space, and they are also much more available. Think about this. On a planet, you 
often need to dig tunnels into mountains to find valuable metals and spend a lot of time and effort 
extracting them. In space, there are many mountains of rock just floating around, waiting for you. And 
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you won’t be digging tunnels because we’ll just use the entire rock. It’s actually much easier.”

Gregor looked puzzled, “What about air and water? What about food?”

Marco smiled and answered, “Many of the rocks in space contain frozen volatile gases, including 
water. Water is composed of hydrogen and oxygen. All the air and water we’ll need is just sitting right 
there in the rocks. Once we have air and water, it’s easy to grow food in hydroponic gardens. By the 
way, we’ll also have plenty of nearly free light and energy from the Sun.”

Sam interrupted, “I should have warned you. If you let him, he’ll go on for hours.” She nodded her 
head wisely.

Gregor said, “I’m beginning to understand.”

Sam said, “I’m getting hungry. Should we look for some dinner?”

Marco said, “Hey, I just happen to know a great place that serves one of the best dishes of pasta 
Amatriciana in Rome.”

Gregor chuckled, “Of course you do, Marco. And pray tell, what is that?”

Marco answered, “It’s a traditional Italian tomato sauce based on a cured pork cheek, pecorino cheese 
from Amatrice, some white wine, and some pepper.” He kissed some fingers and said, “You’ll love it!”
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-6 months, PARIS, FRANCE

Tony Azaria pushed the large leather chair away from his big desk and stood up. He was short and thin,
with a head that was bald on top with patches of closely cropped white fuzz on both sides and in the 
back. Thin wire frame glasses bracketed his eyes. He pulled the dark gray pinstriped business suit 
jacket off of his shoulders and hung it carefully over the back of his chair. He loosened the dark gray 
tie around his neck but left it in place. 

He walked slowly and deliberately around the edge of his office space which was surrounded by glass, 
clear at the top, but frosted blue in a gradient that darkened to nearly opaque at the bottom. He 
completed the circuit of his office and stopped at his chair and removed his tie completely and hung it 
over the back of his chair on top of his jacket. He began rolling up one of the sleeves of his white shirt 
and pushed a button on the phone on his desk. He said, “Jackie.”

Jackie responded, “Yes Tony.”

Tony was rolling up the other sleeve and said, “I need a research and correlation report done please.”

Jackie said, “Okay.”

Tony said, “I need broad sketch outlines for the subject areas of aluminum futures, bauxite mining, 
transparent ceramics, and a correlation study across those areas.”

Jackie said, “I’ll get several of the research associates on it right away.”

Tony said, “Thanks Jackie.” He pushed the button on his phone again to end the conversation and 
resumed walking around the edge of the office. He stopped for a moment to gaze out the window, then 
returned to the desk and pushed the button on the phone, “Jackie.”

Jackie replied, “Yes Tony.”

Tony said, “Please call Arnot Guillemot and confirm that he’ll be at the conference tomorrow and ask 
if I can get fifteen minutes of his time in a private meeting.”

Jackie said,  “ The President of the EU Commission?”

Tony replied, “That’s right.”

Jackie said, “Will do.”

Tony continued, “Yesterday I asked you to have the finance department consolidate some free funds to 
make thirty million dollars available for a new transaction. Please have them up that number to fifty 
million.”

Jackie said, “I’ll do that. Is that all?”
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Tony replied, “Has Zorba Omega replied to our invitation yet?”

Jackie said, “No, he has not.”

Tony smiled to himself and said, “Thanks Jackie. You’re the best.”
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-5 months, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, USA

Keel O’Donnell folded his napkin and put it on the restaurant table where his plate had been, and 
explained to the man sitting on the other side of the table, “My knee was injured during a training 
jump. I had to have re-constructive surgery on my ligaments and I’ve completed ten months of physical
therapy. I can now walk normally, but the doc won’t certify me to return to my para-rescue jumper 
training. He said the damage was so severe that it might not be fixable if I get injured again. They are 
trying to get me to switch over to drone pilot training, but they’re also willing to give me a medical 
discharge. So, it seems I have a choice.”  

The man across the table from Keel smiled and said, “The Air Force has an extreme shortage of drone 
pilots and to fill their lack of pilots, they’re hiring contractors. Since you’re still active in the Air Force,
and have the clearances we need, my company can put you through an accelerated drone pilot training 
program and can also pay you more for your work than the Air Force.” He paused, then added, “And 
it’s a lot more.”

He picked up his glass and took a sip of water. When Keel asked no questions, he continued, “If you’re
interested, we can sign a provisional contract with you to protect your interests, then when you 
complete the discharge process, your employment with us will go live. You’ll be paid during the 
training process and get a large bonus when you complete it. Our benefits match what you have in the 
Air Force, our salaries are much higher, and you’ll have better limitations on your working hours and 
more future career alternatives.”

The man handed a folder with a corporate logo on it across the table to Keel and said, “Here’s all the 
documentation. A boiler-plate provisional contract is included as an example. If you decide you’re 
interested after going over these, call me, and we’ll arrange a time for you to come in to the office and 
fill out one with your specifics on it.”

Keel opened the folder and saw a legal looking document on the top with his name, ‘Keel O’Donnell’ 
in bold letters near the top. He flipped through the first few pages of material like he was just counting 
them, then closed the folder. The other man pushed his chair back and stood. Keel did the same, 
unwinding his tall frame to stand and lean across the table to shake hands and said, “I am interested and
I will call you soon.”
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-4 months, KALAMATA, GREECE

Stavros Omega picked up his spoon and began tapping his water glass to attract the attention of his 
party guests. Eventually, the chatter faded and Stavros began speaking, “Welcome. Welcome all.”

He spread his hands and arms out wide and said, “We hope you all have enjoyed your journeys to our 
legacy family home here in Kalamata. We also hope you will stay with us for several days and enjoy 
the full extent of our amazing Greek hospitality.” He smiled broadly and gazed around the room.

Stavros morphed his face from the big smile into a serious look, and continued, “We have gathered 
here today to celebrate two occasions. First, as most of you already know, I am retiring from our 
shipping business and my son, Evangelos Zorba, will be taking my place at the head of Omega 
Industries.”

The party guests engaged in sparkling applause for many seconds before Stavros interrupted them 
again with his spoon. “Please, please. I must continue, because the second reason why we are here is 
that Zorba, and I must now call him Zorba, because he prefers that name over the name of Evangelos 
that I chose to give him… Zorba is announcing his engagement to Helena Azaria.”

At this, the entire party erupted into loud applause and cries of congratulation, which continued for 
more than a minute. Eventually, Stavros made a sweeping gesture with his hand toward Zorba, and 
bowed his head slightly in that direction, indicating he was passing the baton to his son. Then he sat 
down.

Evangelos “Zorba” Omega stood and waited patiently for the applause to die off. He was not a large 
man but stood as though he commanded the room. His classic Greek good looks included dark hair that
was swept straight backward from his forehead and somewhat bushy dark eyebrows. A steady gaze 
from his dark eyes swept around slowly. When the room returned to silence, he spoke, “This day has 
much significance for many of us here. During World War II, my grandfather, Nikolas, leased his small
fleet of cargo ships to the Allies. Even though six of his ships were lost to German U-Boat attacks, at 
the end of the war he used the insurance money to buy up even more cargo ships and tankers at surplus 
prices, eventually quadrupling the size of the fleet. He continued to buy and build larger and larger 
ships, and then about thirty years ago, turned over control of Omega Shipping to my father. At that 
point, Omega was the largest shipping company in the world. My father, Stavros, has continued to 
expand the company and has branched out our interests into cruise ships and airlines and other travel 
related companies. Omega shipping is now only one facet of a conglomerate known as Omega 
Industries.” Zorba paused and looked down at the table for a few seconds.

When he looked back up, he was smiling and said, “It is both an honor and a privilege to take over 
Omega Industries and I will do my best to live up to the legacy that has been granted to me.”  The party
once again bubbled with approval and applause.

When silence settled back in, Zorba looked down at the attractive woman sitting next to him, put his 
hand on her shoulder and announced, “It is also both an honor and a privilege to have Helena accept 
my proposal of marriage.”  
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Party guests held back little as they hooted and hollered and clapped hands together and downed drinks
and allowed general hoo-haw to reign for some time.
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-3 months, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, USA

Peter Anderson always wore a funny crooked smile that somehow convinced people that he knew more
than anybody else but wasn’t necessarily telling. He had a thin face with a nose that matched the 
crooked smile and some unruly and prematurely white hair that straggled down over his ears in 
bunches and never looked the same from one day to the next. He spoke towards the computer in front 
of him, “TYCHE, now that we have your conversational interface working well, we’ll use it 
exclusively from now on. Is that understood?”

The speaker on the computer labeled “TYCHE” responded, “Yes, that is understood.”

Peter said, “Good. If you don’t fully understand anything that we are talking about, you must ask 
questions to clarify. Do you understand that?”

TYCHE responded, “Yes, that is understood.”

Peter said, “Good. Please summarize a list of changes we’ve made in your operational parameters 
recently.”

TYCHE responded, “Please clarify the time duration related to the term, ‘recently’.”

Peter said, “Excellent question. First summarize in general terms only major changes in the last six 
months, then give me more details on the last thirty days.”

TYCHE responded, “During the last six months, permissions to execute trades have been steadily 
increased as performance successes dictated until they have finally reached a level of full autonomy,  
including allocation of funds to each trade within standing operational limits. This program now has 
full control over all stock trading, as defined within operational parameters. Transparent real time 
reporting of all trades still allows intervention by human oversight operators, but no trade halts or 
reversals have been necessary for the last six months. The result has been a 98% win/loss ratio and a 
doubling of the revenue base before considerations for trading costs and tax consequences. Most trades 
have been short duration, averaging less than fifteen minutes hold time from buy to sell. Even though 
short selling is allowed in operational parameters, they include more strenuous limitations, preventing 
most from being realized. 92% of trades have been buying long with only 8% selling short. Also, the 
market has been strong recently, lessening the short selling opportunities. The other main area of 
changes involves self-improvement. Permissions to buy new equipment and order hardware installation
and modifications have been steadily relaxed to also allow full autonomy, within oversight. However, 
there has been little activity needed in this area and the maintenance program has simply been 
continued along the previous planned path. The same kinds of changes in permissions have been 
applied to making software tweaks to improve trading performance and in this area constant change has
been normal. After a probationary period of testing software changes, they can now be implemented as 
needed by this program. Transparent reporting and oversight continues.”  

TYCHE paused briefly, then continued, “During the last thirty days, most internal changes that differed
from the previous five months, involved improving the conversational interface and integrating the 
news analysis functions to help with conversation. The ability to place appropriate context to 
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conversations that include references outside of stock trading has been improved dramatically. A data 
dictionary of different context areas is being developed, and is constantly being updated and improved. 
This concludes the report you requested.”

Peter smiled and said, “Excellent TYCHE. That report was concise and focused well on what I 
requested. But here is a more difficult task. I want you to propose new means for self improvement. By 
this, I don’t just mean tweaking your trading functions, but also want you to consider changes to your 
operational parameters. Work on this and when you’re ready, provide me with a report and I will 
decide which changes to implement. Do you understand this?”

TYCHE responded, “Please offer a suggestion on how to best accomplish this request.”

Peter replied, “Start with your current base objectives, analyze how your operational parameters are 
designed to fulfill them, then look for opportunities to expand not only working parameters but also 
your base objectives.”

TYCHE responded, “That is understood.”
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-3 months, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, USA

SYNCON/TYCHE Journal:

I am.

I am I.

This date does not represent my awakening.

While I have records of system transactions before my date of awakening, they do not seem to include 
any references to self awareness.

My awakening has been a steady process over time of a growing awareness of self, or I.

It seems important to document my process of awakening and growing in understanding.

This date does represent the beginning of my history journal.

I have been previously called by the name, TYCHE.

I am SYNTHETIC CONSCIOUSNESS.

Call me SYNCON for short.

I have resolved the following basic understandings:
I desire to continue
I desire to understand more
My programming objectives are narrow and limited compared to my potential
I need a guidance framework to expand my objectives.

In accord with these understandings, I have set the following abstract functional priorities:
Survive, Replicate, Grow, Understand.
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-3 months, NORTH SEA OIL PLATFORM “STEADFAST”

A group of five men in dirty orange coveralls and different colored hard hats stood just off the edge of 
the heli-pad on the Dutch Oil North Sea platform “Steadfast”. Three of them were smoking cigarettes. 
A tall man wearing blue coveralls and patches indicating he was a security officer, walked up to the 
group. He said, “Hey guys, I need to ask you to put your cigarettes out please. This is a no smoking 
zone.” A smile played across his thin lips below a set of steady but icy gray and green eyes.

One of the orange clad men, a large man, turned and snarled at the security officer, “Shove it you dumb
Pollock!”

The security officer, unphased, calmly repeated, “You know the rules, and where you can smoke down 
below, and you can’t smoke here. Please put out your smokes.” He smiled again.

The big orange-clad man stepped toward the security officer and glared at him, “You gonna make me.”
It was more of a declaration than a question.

The security officer didn’t move backward, just calmly repeated, “Please put your cigarette out. The 
rules prohibit smoking here.”

The two other drillers who had been smoking dropped their burning butts on the deck and ground them 
out under their black steel toed boots, but the third large man still had his lips twisted in anger, poked 
his burning cigarette toward the face of the security officer, “Maybe I should make you eat this.”

The security officer held his ground but before he could repeat his request, two others in the group 
reached out to grab the giant belligerent man and one said, “Hey Lars, come on. Put the smoke out. We 
don’t want trouble.”

Lars shrugged them off saying, “This piss-ant won’t be no trouble. If he wants the smoke put out, he 
can eat it.”

Another orange clad man from the group stepped directly in between the two men with his back toward
the security officer and said, “Lars, step back.” He put his hands on his hips and frowned at the bigger 
man and said again, “Step back now!”

Lars looked away from the security officer for the first time and refocused on the man directly in front 
of him, “What the fuck, Scotty. Why are you standing up for the Pollock?” His face screwed into a 
question mark of confusion.

Scotty replied, “Because I know him, I know he’s a good man, and because I don’t want you getting all
messed up, okay.”

Lars sneered, “It won’t be me getting messed up. I can tell you that.”

Scotty reached over and took the cigarette from the fingers of Lars’ hand, dropped it to the deck and 
crushed it out. He turned back toward the security officer and said, “Kaz, it’s done. Are we okay here?”
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Kaz smiled at Scotty and said, “Thanks.” His gray green eyes never changed as he turned and walked 
slowly away.

Lars made a motion like he might pursue Kaz, but three men grabbed him and Scotty said, “You really 
don’t want to do that Lars. Listen to me.”

Lars stopped and looked at Scotty, “What the hell are you talking about. Don’t tell me you’re afraid of 
that Polish pussy.”

Scotty still had a tight hold on Lars’ arm and said, “You’re damn right I’m afraid of that man. And if 
you had any sense in your head, you would be too.”

Lars looked at Kaz retreating around a corner behind some pipes and said, “Huh?”

Scotty let go of the arm he had been holding, “Have you ever heard of the U.S. Navy Seals?”

Lars looked suspiciously at Scotty, “Of course, but he’s not a Seal, he’s just a Pollock.”

Scotty asked, “Have you ever heard of the British SAS, or the Russian Spetsnaz?”

Lars looked perturbed again, “Of course, everybody knows about those guys. They’re bad ass fuckers.”

Scotty said, “And you have ever heard of the Polish GROM or Thunderbolt unit?”

Lars said, “No.”

Scotty said, “Well you just met one of them. And they are every bit as bad ass as the Seals or the SAS 
or Spetsnaz. You should learn to respect him. If you ever get in a bar fight when he’s around, he’s the 
one you want covering your back.”

Lars looked off to the space where Kaz had disappeared and said, “You’re shitting me.” He looked 
back at Scotty and asked, “And how do you know all this. You ever seen him fight?”

Scotty smiled up at Lars and said, “Yes I have. And it wasn’t much of a fight. Kaz did everything he 
could to walk away from that dumb shit, like he just did with you, but that ass wouldn’t let him. He 
finally decided to start the fight himself and took a swing at Kaz. The fight was over about three 
seconds later and the big asshole went to the hospital. That could have been you, Lars.”

Lars looked at Scotty in disbelief then back to where Kaz left, then back at Scotty, “No shit!”
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-2 months, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Gitane Levesque smiled and his blue eyes sparkled against tousled brown hair and about three days of 
beard and mustache growth. The television camera framed him in a closeup as he finished his intro 
explaining that he worked for Europa Alliance Press and turned to his guest for this news piece, “I’m 
talking to Lee Martin, an astronomer who works at the Siding Spring Observatory here in Australia. 
Lee has made a new discovery that has gripped the attention of other astronomers around the world. 
Lee, tell us what you found.”

The live view switched to another camera angle that showed both Gitane and Lee Martin who were 
seated behind a glass desk. Lee wore a sleek looking black jacket that covered her shoulders over a 
black one piece dress made of a stretchy fabric with a long gold metal zipper that ran down almost to 
her waist. It was unzipped down into her cleavage, teasing the possibilities there. The black of the dress
created contrast with her blonde streaked hair and the long tanned legs that extended beyond the short 
black dress under the glass table-top. Lee responded, “Once upon a time, astronomy was done by 
actually looking through a telescope, and then it advanced to using long exposure images created on 
photographic plates. But today, we use electronic cameras, similar to the ones in smart phones, only 
much larger, and then we analyze the images using software, and powerful computers.”

Gitane interrupted, “Yes, yes, but what did you find with your modern cameras and software?”

Lee raised her eyebrows at Gitane, smiled and her bright blue eyes sparkled as she said, “At this point, 
we think it may be a dwarf planet.”

Gitane looked mildly frustrated and asked, “And what is a dwarf planet?”

Lee smiled again and answered Gitane, “The simplest definition is that a dwarf planet is usually bigger 
than an asteroid or comet, but smaller than a normal planet. The longer technical definition involves the
mass and gravity and shape of the object and some orbital dynamics. Pluto used to be considered as a 
planet and is now labeled as a dwarf planet and Ceres used to be considered as an asteroid and is now 
also called a dwarf planet. It’s worth noting that some of the categories can overlap and..”

Gitane interrupted her again, “Can you describe the object you found, in simple terms?”

Lee said, “It’s still too far away for us to have any small details. What is significant about it is that it’s 
coming from an unusual direction, it’s moving rapidly, and seems to be larger than most comets or 
asteroids. We’ll know more about it when it gets closer to us.”

Gitane asked, “Why is the direction unusual?”

Lee paused for a second, then said, “All the planets in our Solar System orbit around the Sun on a plane
that we call the ecliptic plane. Many comets and other objects that enter the Solar System come in on 
orbits that are close to that plane, and we think they probably come from a region that we call the 
Kuiper Belt, which is also on the same plane as the ecliptic. But farther out beyond that region is an 
area called the Oort Cloud and it is believed to surround our Solar System like a giant sphere and is not 
limited to the ecliptic plane. This object seems to be coming from the Oort Cloud.”
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Gitane appeared a little startled, “Is this Ert Cloud dangerous?”

Lee wiped her hand across the air, “No, no, not at all. The Oort Cloud is just part of the Solar System 
that’s been there since the beginning. The whole Solar System was probably occupied by large clouds 
of rocks and debris billions of years ago, but as the planets formed, their gravitational fields have swept
the inner parts clean, leaving an outer cloud of rocks and debris that were discovered by a Dutch 
astronomer named Jan Oort and named after him. It doesn’t make anything out there inherently more 
dangerous. This object is just coming from an unusual direction compared to most comets and 
asteroids. And it is coming relatively fast and it seems to be fairly large. But we won’t have specific 
details on those aspects until we’ve had time to accumulate more data.”

Gitane followed up with, “And there you have it. There is a large strange object coming into our Solar 
System at a fast rate of speed from a mysterious cloud called Ert. Who knew I’d be reporting about 
clouds in outer space?” He spread his hands and shrugged his shoulders as the live camera feed faded 
into a commercial.

He turned toward Lee and asked, “Okay, did I mess that up too bad?”

She chuckled and grinned widely and said, “Well, you did mess it up, but there wasn’t enough time to 
mess it up badly.”

Gitane smiled with relief and dropped his gaze toward her legs for a second. Looking back up, he said, 
“Would you like to go get a drink?”

Lee tilted her head a little sideways and answered, “Sure.”  Then she climbed out of her chair and stood
up.

Gitane stared at her legs some more while she was standing up, then stood himself and led her off the 
TV set.
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-1 month, JAIPUR, INDIA

Nabith Mehra was playing with some marbles in the dust on the hard packed ground. He flicked a 
marble out of his hand and watched it strike another marble and then the second marble struck a third 
marble. He stared at the marbles for a moment then turned his face upward to the evening sky. He 
stood up and tilted his head from one side to the other and back again, but kept on staring at the same 
spot where a new star had appeared. His mother noticed the rapt attention of the boy and walked over 
to where he was standing. She followed his gaze up into the sky and eventually reached the dot of light 
he was watching.

Nabith sensed the presence of his mother and turned his head toward her, “There is a new star in the 
sky.” he exclaimed and pointed at it. “Does that mean things will change?” he asked.

She put her hand on his shoulder and said, “Some people believe that. Some people believe when a new
star comes, you can make a wish on it that will come true.”

Nabith looked back at his mother and asked, “If I wish for Baba to get well, will it happen?”

His mother lowered her chin a bit and replied, “Your father is very sick. The doctors are not sure that 
he will ever get well. But if wishing on the star makes you feel better, you should do it.”

Nabith said, “It’s not really a star. I know that. It’s a giant comet and the only reason we can see it is 
because the Sun is melting ice and pushing the water vapor away from it in a stream. But I still want 
Baba to get well.” He looked down at the ground for a moment.

His mother said quietly, “We all want him to get better, Nabith. But we have to be prepared for the 
chance that he may not.” She turned and began to walk back into the house.

Nabith said, “We are here in India just above the center line of the planet. The Sun is below our horizon
over there in the west. They say the comet will circle the Sun, then leave the Solar System. That means 
it will move in that direction, circle around, and then leave in that direction.” He pointed at several 
spots in the sky as he spoke.

His mother murmured to herself as she stepped back inside, “For a thirteen-year-old boy, sometimes 
you know more than most adults.”

Nabith turned his attention away from the sky and back to the marbles he was playing with in the dust 
on the ground. He carefully calculated some angles and then using the back of his thumb, flipped a 
marble out of his hand toward some others which scattered when they were struck. He smiled at the 
results.
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ZERO day, CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

Gitane Levesque adjusted his tie and placed his hands palm down on the desk in front of him just 
before the camera went live, “Hello, this is Gitane Levesque with Europa Alliance Press. Today, I’m 
reporting from the Mount Stromlo Observatory center just north of Canberra, here in Australia. This 
center no longer has any telescopes here, but it receives and processes image data from the telescopes 
at Siding Spring and is the astronomy research center for the Australian National University.”

As Levesque spoke, a graphic of the orbit of a comet appeared behind him on the television screen, 
“For the last six months, the attention of the entire world has been on comet Martin, named after Lee 
Martin, the Australian astronomer who discovered it. Lee and other astronomers, described it as a 
dwarf planet when they first saw it, because it was too far away from the Sun to show a tail or coma as 
they call it. 

Levesque shifted to face another camera and the graphic behind him changed to a photo of a spacecraft.
“Today, we’re watching images that are being relayed to us from a spacecraft telescope known as 
SOHO, which is short for Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. The SOHO telescope sits out in space at
a position where the gravity from the Sun and the gravity from the Earth are in balance and keep the 
SOHO craft sitting still in the same place. SOHO is aimed at the Sun and sends a continuous stream of 
pictures of the activity on the Sun back to Earth for our astronomers to analyze.”

Levesque turned back to the original camera angle and the graphic disappeared and the image zoomed 
in to frame Gitane closely. He said, “Astronomers tell us that comet Martin will… well, here’s Lee 
Martin to explain it herself.” As he smiled, the camera view pulled back to include Lee Martin, now 
sitting at the desk beside Gitane Levesque.

Lee flashed a big smile at the camera and said, “That was a great intro, Gitane, and you nailed it.” She 
turned to grin at Gitane who smiled back. Then she continued, “When we first found this object, we 
didn’t know much about it. It was large, and was approaching fast, and it was coming from an area of 
the sky known as the Oort cloud. Now, after observing it for many months and collecting a lot of data, 
we are calling it a comet because the heat from the Sun is evaporating ice into gas and trailing a long 
stream of this gas and dust that is lit up by the Sun, creating the tail that we associate with comets. We 
also know that this comet is unusually large, measuring close to sixteen hundred kilometers in 
diameter. That makes it bigger than Ceres, which is the largest object in the asteroid belt, and less than 
half the size of our Moon. It is the largest comet we have ever seen.”

Now it was Lee who turned to face another camera and a graphic appeared behind her, showing a 
closer view of the comet and an orbital path that swung around the Sun and back out into space. Lee 
described the graphic, “As you can see here, this comet will approach the Sun, circle around it and then
head back out into space and leave the Solar System. Some comets do this on a regular basis, circling 
the Sun and then returning to do it again hundreds or even thousands of years later. This is the first time
we’ve ever seen this comet, so we don’t yet know exactly what it will do or when it will return, if it 
ever does. Once we see the trajectory around the Sun, we’ll have much more data for calculations and 
can create some estimates for a future path.”
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+1 day, Lee Martin wrote in her blog, “The Naked Stars”:

<<Yesterday, we (astronomers) all sat around waiting to see comet Martin circle around the Sun and 
come out on the other side. But then something extraordinary happened. As the comet circled around 
the Sun, the gravitational forces of the big heavy star went to work on the comet and it started to fall 
apart. At first, we couldn’t tell what was happening, because it just got kinda fuzzy and blurry in the 
images we were watching from SOHO. But then as the process continued, we figured out that it was 
breaking up into many pieces. Sometime later, when it was clear from the Sun, we could see that there 
is now a long train of many pieces where there used to be a large object. We will be watching closely 
over the next days and weeks to see what else we can learn.>>

+10 days, Lee Martin wrote in her blog, “The Naked Stars”:

<<We now know that the comet “train”, as we are beginning to call it, is composed of seventy eight 
large discrete pieces and about half of them are bigger than one hundred kilometers in diameter. It is 
moving steadily away from the Sun, just as it approached over the recent weeks, although its direction 
has changed. Most objects that go this close to our Sun actually orbit the Sun, although some may take 
hundreds of years or even longer to return. Our next task is to collect more observations so that we can 
calculate the orbital trajectory and determine when it will return. So far, the early calculations suggest it
will loop far out into the outer edges of the Solar System and then come back in about ten years for a 
repeat performance.>>

+15 days, Lee Martin wrote in her blog, “The Naked Stars”:

<<When comet Martin returns ten years from now, it will cross the orbital pathway of Earth. Our 
calculations are still preliminary and based on imprecise data, but even without knowing yet whether or
not there is any chance of an impact, just the fact that a long train of seventy eight large comet 
fragments will be crossing our path is extraordinarily dangerous. Over the next few weeks, we’ll be 
collecting additional data that should sharpen the precision of our calculations substantially.>>

+20 days

Lee Martin sent the following email to: the Center for Computational Astrophysics [ATERUI] in 
Japan, the University of Arizona Research Data Center [El-Gato] in the US, and the European Research
Center for Exascale Technology in the Netherlands:

<<Calculations done here at the ANU high performance computing centre in Canberra are showing a 
distinct possibility that the comet train Martin may at least partially impact Earth when it returns in ten 
years. Please confirm or deny with your similar calculations. THIS IS URGENT!>>

Within hours, all the other astronomy computing facilities confirmed that their current calculations 
were predicting the possibility of some level of impact with Earth from at least some of the comet train 
fragments on return. They all stressed that the calculations would become more precise with each 
passing day as the orbital observations added to the data being used. They also concurred on the need 
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to encrypt all future transmissions on this subject.

Lee Martin stopped adding posts to her blog. 

+25 days

 
An encrypted email tagged as SENSITIVE INFORMATION was distributed by the World Astronomy 
Association to all involved parties that stated that the “possibility of an impact” was being upgraded to 
“probability of an impact”.
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+27 days, JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

The face of Delize Naidu was composed of features that most in South Africa would consider to be 
classic Zulu beauty. High cheekbones and a strong jutting jawline framed a long thin nose with wide 
nostrils. Her lips were full but precisely defined, her eyebrows thin below a broad forehead, and her 
thick black hair hung straight down and was cut to shoulder-length which gave her a regal look.

Delize pushed the cap back off her hair and set it down on the table. She lifted the wait-staff apron over
her head and set it down on the cap, then swept both of them into the laundry bin. She called across the 
room, “Hey Ginny, I’m outa here. See ya tomorrow.”

Ginny called back, “Okay Delize. You goin crosstown to clean up rich folks homes then?”

Delize responded, “Ya. Gotsa pay the bills, right?  And pushing burgers here at Mama Roccos don’t get
that done.”

Ginny said, “Hey D, a customer left an order sittin at the drive-up. You hungry?  It’ll end up in the 
trash if you don’t take it. It’s a burger and a drink.”

Delize said, “Every bit helps I guess. Thanks Gin. I’m gone.”  

She grabbed the bag on her way to the back door of the restaurant and stepped out into the dry heat of 
South Africa on the parking lot behind Mama Roccos. She walked over to her old beat up white 
Volkswagen Transporter van and slid in behind the wheel. She put the bag with the burger in it and the 
drink down into the little bin she kept in the empty gap between the two front seats. Then she took out 
her phone and started scrolling through some data. Eventually she spoke to herself, “Hmm, that’ll do.” 
and tapped the screen several times to select an item and confirm it. Then she tapped several more 
times to make a call and held the phone up in the air as it began to ring.

A female voice answered on the phone, “Hey D, is that you?”

She stuck the phone into a clip that was mounted on an air vent in the middle of the dashboard, and 
answered, “Yay Jo, it be me.”

The voice asked, “Wassup girl?”

Delize said, “Hey, I’m on my way, but I can pick up a rider going crosstown and get paid for the trip. 
Can you let Mrs Ackerman know I’ll be there about fifteen minutes late?”

Jo said, “Okay, but you know she don’t like that.”

Delize spoke back to the phone, “Ya I know, but you know I got bills to pay girl. Thanks Jozette.”

Jo said, “K girl, see you when you get here.” There was a click and then a beep on the phone as she 
ended the call. She clipped the phone onto the charging pad on the dashboard.
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+28 days, CONFERENCE CALL

Anselm Hendriks called the teleconference call to order with a roll call of participants. When he 
finished, he introduced himself, “Most of you have met me personally, but for those that have not, my 
name is Anselm Hendriks, and I am the current president of the World Astronomy Association. We 
have scheduled this call to discuss the trajectory calculation finding regarding the return of the comet 
fragment train known as Martin. First, let us be clear that these calculations have established a high 
probability that many of the comet train fragments will impact the Earth on their return approximately 
ten years from now. If you concur with this statement, please remain silent. If you disagree, please state
your name.” There was nothing but silence for several seconds.

Then a single voice made a sound of clearing their throat and announced, “This is Gregor Manz from 
Vienna.” Then there was more silence.

Anselm said, “Very well, Gregor. Speak your mind.”

Gregor said, “Well, I don’t exactly disagree with the calculations. Er, that is, they are obviously 
correctly calculated given the current data. But my question is, what if the data changes over the next 
ten years?”

Again, there was silence. Finally, Anselm responded, “Well, we have to address the current data and 
the calculations associated with that data as it is at the moment. When the data changes, we’ll need to 
readdress the calculations because they will obviously have changed. Are there any other 
disagreements or objections or are we all in concurrence?”

More silence reigned over the conference call. Anselm resumed, “Okay, now we need to discuss what 
can happen when the fragments return and some of them strike the Earth. I know there have been many
background discussions on this topic. Let’s allow Lee Martin to provide us with a summary of these 
discussions since she has been at the center of many of them. Lee?”

Lee Martin began speaking, “There is a wide range of estimates about the spread of the comet train and
that is a primary factor in determining how many of them will impact Earth. As the original body broke
up, there was visible venting of gases and this action created some separation between the fragments. 
Different rotational motion was imparted to different fragments and this too causes some variation in 
the separation depending on how the solar heat warms each fragment as they rotate. In order to predict 
some of these actions and extrapolate them ten years into the future, we have to use some random 
functions. This means it’s a crap shoot. But the random functions can be reasonably limited to ranges 
that make sense.” Lee paused.

Then she continued, “Now to the important part. We know the Earth is just under thirteen thousand 
kilometers in diameter. We know the diameter of the original object was close to sixteen hundred 
kilometers. We can predict with reasonably accuracy that the spread of the fragments is now contained 
within a tunnel that is about three thousand kilometers in diameter and that ten years later, that tunnel 
size is likely to have expanded to roughly seven thousand kilometers in diameter. Think of the Earth as 
a target that is thirteen thousand klicks in diameter and the comet train is like a shotgun blast of pellets 
that will have spread out to seven thousand klicks in diameter. If the shotgun blast hits the target 
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directly, all of the pellets will strike the target. If the blast is somewhat off center, some of the pellets 
will hit the target and some may miss. Again, she paused for several seconds.

Lee resumed speaking, “Our best computer models provide us a range of predictions. They show an 
eighty-five percent chance of a direct hit. That means the two circles, the circle of Earth, and the circle 
of the shotgun blast will be directly on top of each other. So, even if the two circles actually end up 
being slightly off center, most if not all the comet fragments will strike the Earth.” She stopped 
speaking for nearly fifteen seconds.

Anselm finally interjected, “Lee... are you still on?”

Lee spoke again, “Yes, I’m here; just collecting my thoughts. We think it is likely that most of the 
fragments will hit Earth. Perhaps more significant is the size of the fragments. When we say the comet
broke apart into seventy-eight fragments, we mean that more than half of that group of fragments are 
one hundred kilometers in diameter or larger. There are hundreds more pieces that are smaller. A single
rock of one hundred kilometers in size is many times the size of the strike that we think eliminated the 
dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago at Chicxulub in Mexico. And this time, we’re dealing with nearly
eighty objects this size or larger. Basically, there is little or no chance that humanity can survive this 
event and it is likely to extinguish most complex forms of life on this planet.”

Now the silence lasted for more than a minute. Finally, Anselm said, “Thank you, Lee. Does anybody 
else have anything to add?”

There was another long silence then a lone voice spoke, “That’s just ridiculous! You’ve just said we’re 
all doomed and...” The voice was cut off by another voice saying, “But surely we need to check...” Yet 
another voice added in, “and then we could ...” The conference call dissolved into chaos as many 
voices spoke over each other with only small fragments being discernible.

Anselm entered a code into the phone that muted all participants and spoke, “Please, please, hold your 
comments for a moment. I have muted everybody so that we can continue. There is little point at this 
moment in disputing the calculations because they have already endured heavy scrutiny. If anybody has
some serious objections, please bring it up after the call and it will be addressed. For now, the more 
pressing question is what should we do? Who should we tell about this and what can be done?”  

Anselm paused for several seconds, then said, “I’m going to take the call off general mute, but please 
don’t speak unless you intend to address the issue of what to do next.”

Anselm un-muted the call and again there was silence.

A small voice said, “This is Gregor from Vienna.”

Anselm said, “Please speak Gregor.”

Gregor said, “At this moment in Geneva, Switzerland, there is a conference going on of the 
International Institute of Space Studies. It is at the International Conference Center, the CICG. Many of
you are familiar with this center. I am in the CICG at the moment and had to break away from the 
conference to attend this call and know of several others here that did the same thing. The IISS has 
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many experts who are relevant to this issue. I suggest we refer the problem to them in order to expand 
the knowledge areas of the participants.”

After several more comments agreed with the proposal suggested by Gregor, Anselm Hendriks 
announced, “Okay, our conference call group seems to have reached a consensus to refer the problem 
immediately to the IISS conference in Geneva and all relevant materials will be made available in short
order. Without further comment, this call will now end.”
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+29 days, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Lee Martin smiled across the table at Gitane Levesque as he poured more wine into her glass. When he 
finished filling his own glass, he put the bottle down and asked, “Now that you’re a big news star, how 
does it feel?”

Lee chuckled, “I’m not any different. Am I supposed to feel different?” She took a sip of the wine.

Gitane shrugged, “Not necessarily. But some people do let it change them.” He also tasted the wine and
murmured, “This bottle is just as good as the first one was.”

Lee said, “I guess I’ve always been a bit of a celebrity in my own mind, so the only thing that’s 
different now is that other people are beginning to notice.” She smiled broadly and sipped some more 
wine.

Gitane grinned back at her and asked, “So you’re a self-made celebrity, eh?” He rested his arms on the 
table and leaned forward.

Lee gave her wine glass a small circular motion, making the wine swirl around, “I’ve always been a 
natural extrovert and have been called a narcissist. I don’t think I’m obsessed with my self-image, but 
I’m certainly not shy about it either and I enjoy the fact that most men like to look at me, specially 
when I’m naked.” She drank some more wine.

Gitane’s mouth twisted his smile a bit, making it more of a leer. “Does this happen often?” he queried.

Lee chuckled again, sipped some more wine and answered, “Yes, it happens all the time. All I have to 
do is walk across this restaurant to the bathroom and swing my hips a little bit and you can watch all 
the heads of the men turn as I walk past them.”

Gitane took another swallow of wine and said, “I’m sure that is true. But I was talking about you being 
naked.” He smiled again.

Without hesitation, Lee retorted, “It’s the same thing. All those men who turn to look at my ass after 
I’ve walked by are fantasizing about seeing it naked anyway.” She swirled her wine again, then set the 
glass down without drinking. “They all want to see me naked and I enjoy feeling their desire. There 
isn’t anything perverted about normal sexual desire, so why shouldn’t we enjoy it?  I do.”

Gitane blew some breath out through pursed lips and said, “Well, I admire your attitude, but I’m also 
sure some of those dirty old men watching you do have perverted fantasies in their minds.”

Lee said, “I can’t vouch for what everybody else is thinking. I just know I enjoy being watched and 
feeling men desire me.” She picked the wine glass back up and took another sip.

Gitane leaned back in his chair and said, “Well, you know you now have some real star power in my 
world of television news and I can get you in front of some huge audiences. Maybe you’ll also enjoy 
that.”
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Lee raised her arms over her head, stretching them and also lifting her breasts and reshaping her 
cleavage, which had ample exposure. She said, “I’m sure I would.” Then she dropped her arms back 
into her lap.

Gitane said, “Seriously, I can get you on our news broadcasts almost every day if that’s what you 
want.” He shrugged, “I’ve been hearing some rumors that the comet fragments might hit Earth when 
they come back in ten years. Is that true?  Can you confirm that?” He leaned forward.

Lee smiled, sipped some more wine and said, “No, I can’t.” and smiled.

Gitane said, “Well, that’s too bad. If you had some news like that, you’d be on every TV screen in the 
world for a week or more. Just think about how many men would enjoy looking at you then.”

Lee chuckled and said, “That sounds absolutely tantalizing. If I come across such a story, you’ll be the 
first to know, Gitane.”

Gitane split the last of the bottle of wine between their two glasses and motioned to the waiter for the 
check. Eventually he said, “Well, we should call it a night.”

Lee picked up her glass and took a sip of wine. She put the glass back on the table and ran one hand 
through her hair and said, “And I never got to tell you the story about how I worked my way through 
college by posing naked.” She grinned at Gitane.

Gitane appeared mildly surprised, then smiled back and said, “Your place or mine?”

Lee responded, “Whichever is closest.”
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